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We deliver actionable valuation 
reports exclusively for tech 
companies and investors.

Certain logos represent transactions completed by Flow Partners team while at prior firms.

We deliver in-depth, yet easy to 
digest valuation reports considered 
bankable by both primary and 
secondary stakeholders.

Unique combination of deep technology 
expertise and modern approach to 
corporate finance enable us to deliver 
actionable “non-BS” valuation insights, 
which cover all relevant techniques to 
assess high-growth digital businesses.



Example use cases – why your tech business might 
need a valuation?
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M&A 
Expected valuation range in a majority 

or minority sale process

Capital Raising
Feasibility on achieving fundraising target 

and/or expected dilution 

Employee Incentivization
External opinion prior to the awarding 

of stock-based compensation

Fund / Portfolio Valuation
PE or VC specific valuation for specific portfolio companies 

or whole fund

“Bankable” Expert Opinion
Trusted and impartial opinion, bankable among 

stakeholders (lenders, IC etc.)

Financial Health Assessment
Expert advice on current tech-market conditions 

and strategic guidance



Valuation ratios from publicly listed 
comparables & past transactions

Sum-of-the-parts to value 
code, licenses, team etc.

Future cash flow analysis under 
various scenarios

Benchmarking vs. industry 
comps and strategic advice

We go above and beyond old-school valuation 
techniques to make sure you get real value-add.
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Comparable
Multiples

Discounted 
Cash Flow

Operational 
Benchmarking

Proprietary
Tech

• Identification of most relevant public 
peers (human touch rather than 
purely database reliant)

• Sector-specific ratios such as 
MAUs, ARR, EBITDA etc.

• Proprietary data on past sector 
deals with implied valuation data

• Out-of-the-box approach to value 
unique assets

• Cost to build: estimates for different 
portions of the code base for early-
stage ventures

• Proprietary licenses / relationships

• Team strength (value per head)

• Independent analysis of the 
business plan 

• Simplified financial model to project 
free cash flow for 5-10 years

• Sensitivity analysis for a valuation 
range depending on industry cost of 
capital 

• Publicly listed companies' insights 
on relative scale, industry growth 
and margins

• Strategic advice to prepare the 
business for the next phase

• Examples: specific value drivers, 
potential investor questions etc.



Designed for executives: deep analysis packaged 
into a highly visual presentation.
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Intro to company under evaluation for all stakeholders Critical analysis of the business plan for credibility “Football field” of various valuation methodologies

Specific adjustments depending on segment maturity Regression analysis to determine industry drivers Detailed DCF valuation with sensitivity analyses
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Extensive coverage of all major listed tech companies Pulse on the sector for insights on valuation trends Proprietary knowledge of precedent transactions

Benchmark vs. peers covering size, growth, profitability Expertise to assess code, licenses, contracts, personnel Exit opportunities, due diligence red flags, key topics etc.

Unparalleled depth: sector coverage with ability to 
value proprietary IP and provide strategic advice.



Strategic Insights

We understand the full picture – 
all our reports include strategic 

advice with key challenges,
red / green flags and 

recommendations for the next 
growth phase

› Potential exit options

› Add-on acquisition opportunities

› Potential investor questions

› Growth path suggestions

› Specific value drivers

Rigorous and comprehensive process to uncover 
real value drivers and ensure an actionable result.
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Discovery

We analyze the company and 
an underlying sector to identify 

key value drivers, growth levers, 
risks and challenges that will 

impact valuation

› Company highlights

› Business model review

› Current market overview

› Sector trends and dynamics

› Operational benchmarking

1 Valuation

We model out financial & 
analyze public comparables, 

precedent transactions, 
proprietary IP and operational 

strengths to deliver an accurate 
valuation range

› Financial: Discounted cash flow 
valuation with sensitivity analysis

› Market: Sector-specific public and 
transaction comps

› Tech: Cost to build (estimates for 
different portions of the code base)

› Commercial: Proprietary licenses / 
relationships

› People: Team strength (value per head)

2 3



We follow a proven framework and deliver a final 
report within just one to two weeks.
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Drafting Final ReportInitial Dialogue

Preliminary Analysis

Intro call to discuss main objectives of valuation

Outline of a report scope

Agreement of terms and engagement letter

Data Requests

Iterative Process Project Conclusion

Final report made available to client as a PDF

Invoice issued (payable within 14 days of receipt)

Additional Value-Add Services

Initial findings made available to client with a call / 
meeting to discuss latest progress.

Iterative process to refine the report as per 
clients’ specific requirements.

Report is enhanced by ‘big picture’ strategic 
analysis on company future and potential growth 

avenues.

Tailoring report versions to specific use cases 
and stakeholders (M&A process, lenders, board 

members, etc.) 

All elements of the valuation handled by the 
senior team at Flow Partners.

1 2 3

Recent company presentations & management bios

Audited financials for past 3 years

Company-specific KPIs

Operating model / budget with projections

Underlying data (cohorts, revenue concentration etc.)

Market information: sizing and close peers 

Sell-side M&A advice

Capital raising support

Presentation crafting (pitch / IM)

Financial modelling

Operational consulting (e.g. vendor screening)



We bridge the gap between ever-evolving digital 
business models and the rigid world of finance.
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Online Valuation Services

Report Style & Approach
Company and sector-specific, uncovering hidden 
valuation drivers, proprietary industry insights, 

company deep dive, easy to digest

Firm-wide boilerplate template, little personalization, 
no deep dive and strategic opinion, usually too detailed 

and fragmented to extract actionable value

Non-bankable Word document with no company-
specific adjustments, subpar quality desktop research, 
usually not applicable to real-life business situations

Geographical Coverage
Worldwide  

(team based in US, Europe, Middle East)
Worldwide

 (global network of member firms)
Usually local markets only

Exclusive Focus on Tech ✔ ❌ ❌

Covering Niche Technologies ✔ ❌ ❌

Access to Databases ✔ ✔ ❌

Allocated Team 2-3 people 2-3 people 1 person

Senior Team Coverage Only ✔ ❌ ❌

Speed of Report Delivery 1-2 weeks 4-8 weeks 2-3 weeks

Cost $$ $$$ $

Accounting Firms (e.g. Big 4)



Map represents completed and active engagements.

40+ 
years of combined 

experience

50+ 
projects completed 

by the team

$11B+
aggregate deal value 

completed by the team

87% 
deals 2020-22

were cross-border

United States

Mexico

Colombia

Spain

Germany
Poland

Austria
Switzerland

Turkey

Israel

UAE

Pakistan

DenmarkUK

Iceland

Czech Republic

Panamá

Cyprus

Luxembourg

India

From emerging markets to established economies, 
we are advising digital leaders across the globe.

FinlandSweden
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We’ve valued tens of high-
growth tech companies.

Our clients are the leading companies, 
investors and individuals transforming 
the digital ecosystem.

We understand companies quickly, identify 
key opportunities and challenges, and 
deliver impartial and actionable valuation 
recommendations.

We help you maximize value, minimize risk 
and avoid expensive mistakes.
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Our team has unparalleled domain expertise and 
covers all key niches of the digital economy

Software

› Horizontal SaaS

› Vertical SaaS

› IT Services

› Software Development

› Software Testing

Industrial Technology

› Industry 4.0

› Industrial IoT

› PropTech

› AgriTech

› Supply Chain Tech

› Climate Tech Software Solutions

Consumer Technology

› E-Commerce & Marketplaces

› Coupons & Lead Generation

› Social Networks

› Online Dating

› EduTech

› Direct-To-Consumer Brands

Media & Entertainment

› Online Advertising & Content

› Research & Publishing

› Streaming

› Gaming

› E-Sports

› Sports Tech

Financial Technology

› Neobanking

› Digital Banking Infrastructure

› Online Payments

› BNPL & Lending Platforms

› Online Brokerage & Trading Tech

› InsurTech

Travel & Mobility

› Food Delivery

› Ridesharing

› Micromobility

› Navigation & Mapping

› Online Travel

› OTAs & Booking Platforms

Communications 
& Infrastructure

› DevOps & IT Management

› IoT

› Cybersecurity

› Connectivity & Networking

› IT Infrastructure

Digital Health

› Telehealth & Virtual Care

› Digital Mental Health Solutions

› Healthcare IT

› Medical Practice Management

› Fitness & Wellness

› Femtech
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Fully integrated end-to-end offering, to make sure 
our clients get the best possible outcome.
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Buy-side

We fully understand niche sector specifics, deal 
sensitivity and tight timeframes. 

Our unique combo of deep technology expertise and 
modern approach to corporate finance enable us to 
deliver insightful and actionable outcomes for 
technology investors.

Commercial Due Diligence Deal Origination

Fairness Opinions Valuations

Sell-side

We bridge the mindset gap between creative 
entrepreneurship and investor reasoning.

We help management teams navigate the full cycle of 
the M&A processes, work with founders to raise 
capital on optimal terms, and provide impartial, high-
impact advice on strategic decisions.

Mergers & Acquisitions Capital Raising

Financial Advisory Valuations



Led by a team of tech experts with long-standing 
professional history together.
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     Riyadh     Dubai  

Leads coverage in the MENA region, 

focused on Saudi Arabia and UAE

Previously co-founded nuwo, a home 

office-as-a-service platform

KEDGE Business School, EBS

Nikhil Parmar
Managing Partner

  London 

Leads B2B software, cybersecurity, 

industry 4.0 and infrastructure practice 

20+ completed engagements across

Germany, Switzerland, Turkey, UAE

London School of Economics (LSE)

Olek Skwarczek
Managing Partner

Jan Brandes
Managing Partner

   Warsaw     Miami  

Leads efforts in the US and Latin 

America with focus on consumer tech

20+ projects completed across

the US, Mexico, Pakistan, UAE, Turkey

Warsaw School of Economics (SGH)

  Berlin 

Heads DACH region, expert in media, 

ecommerce, online marketplaces

30+ transactions completed 

with aggregate value of €10B+

Maastricht University

Lukas Schlund
Managing Partner



www.flowpartners.io hi@flowpartners.io

https://www.flowpartners.io/
mailto:hi@flowpartners.io
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